
1. List and explain the bases of Curriculum. 5
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[ PART-B : Descriptive 1

[Answer question no. One (1)& any four (2) from the rest 1

2. Explain Mahatma Gandhi's views on education. Discuss the
nature of activity based education proposed by Mahatma
Gandhi.

3+7=10

3. What is meant by 'Curriculum'? Describe briefly the various
stages of Curriculum development.

2+8=10
4. State the advantages of using child-centered teaching methods.

Describe anyone by giving a suitable example.
5+5=10

5. Evaluate the impact of democracy on education.
10
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r PART-A; Objectjye ]

Choose the correct answer from the following:

1.Dialogue in education was the contribution of:
a. Gandhiji

Db. Rabindranath Tagore
c. Plato
d. Dewey

2. Procedural knowledge is the knowledge required to:
a. Perform a task
b. Prove a proposition
c. Establish personal knowledge
d. Explore empirical knowledge

D
3. Proficiencies developed through training is called:

a. Knowledge

D b.Skill
c. Information
d. Teaching

4. In India, the national apex body for curricular reforms for schools is:

D
a.NCERT
b.NCTE
c. UGC
d.SCERT
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1X 10= 10

5. Learner-centered methods of instruction lead to
a. Wastage of time as engagement of students in activities eats up valuable timeDb. The teacher getting idle time
c. Increased student engagement with the content leading to learning
d. High expenditure for the school

D
6. The full form of PSI is:

a. Programme systematic Instruction
b. Personal system of instruction
c. Personalised student instruction
d. Personalised system of Instruction

7. Who among the following said that development of individual and development of society
are synchronous?

a. Mahatma Gandhi
b. Vivekananda
c. Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar
d. Rabindranath Tagore

D
8. Which of the following is a correct?

a. Society denotes both a structure and a process.

Db. Society denotes the social structures.
c. Society denotes various social processes at work.
d. None of the above

9. The National Policy of Education that became the basis of all later curricular reforms, came
into force in which of the following year?

a. 1976
b.1980
c. 1986
d. 1990

D

D
10. Which of the following is an example of emerging curriculum?

a. inclusive education
b.VocationalEducation
c. Research
d. Specialization Studies
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